Warranty
All work will be done in a Professional manner.
My goal is to give you your money’s worth, and save you money on the overall job.
Will warrant germination and growth through 90 days (Bermuda) (Rye/Bermuda – only
Rye is warranted Oct. though February and both are warranted during months of March
& April.) Centipede is warranted until 1” sprigs.
Will warranty against washing from natural rain and run-off, except where gutters dump
and bottom of ditch lines, also where massive washing of soil occurs on slopes: (I can
stick to soil, but cannot keep soil from washing when a water shed source such as a
building, parking lot, sidewalks, and other such water shed environments exist. With
these types of problems I will respray only once to try our luck to get an established turf.
But these are areas that will have problems every time it rains; I recommend that these
areas are patched in with Sod.)
Not responsible for weeds or weed growth. Not responsible for dirt work or dirt repairs.
Not responsible for insect damage.
If there is a problem, Please contact me before 90 days from time of plantings. After 90
days from planting, all warranties are void.

If you have any further questions, please check the FAQ section of www.NewGrass.com or contact us at:

A-1 Hydromulch of Tyler
(903) 571-4425
PO Box 10042
Tyler, TX 75711
The Quality of Turf depends on YOU and the care you give your lawn!
Good Luck and Happy Growing!

Watering Instructions
Bermuda or Bermuda and Centipede Mix
1. WATER at least 3 to 4 times a day; a good soaker, the mulch is like a sponge and
will soak it up. Be careful not to overwater for it will make it real muddy, thin out
the fertilizer, and could wash it away. The idea is to keep the mulch wet all day
long.
Hand Watering – This does not get even results. Please use some type of sprinkler.
Portable Sprinklers – Water until nice and wet. Move before puddling or running
starts.
Automatic Sprinklers – Pop-up type set for 2-5 minutes; Rotary type set for 7-15
minutes.
Please keep an eye on how wet it is getting as times may vary due to water
pressure and volume. If watering seems too wet or too dry, please adjust
2. AFTER you see germination getting to be healthy (starting to look pretty and
green) we have a root and can back off watering to once a day, preferably early
morning. After grass is high enough to mow, graduate down to once a week,
(every other day, every third day, etc.). On this day you may want to water twice
that day, (first watering a good soaker, and then 4 hours later another good
soaker). Then this will allow the soil to dry out from the top to the bottom, and
drive the roots deeper and a healthier plant.
3. THE BERMUDA will germinate in about a week with good watering practice, be
pretty and green in two, and mowing in 3 weeks.
IF CENTIPEDE was added to the mix, it takes two months to develop into a sprig
1” high. First year will develop the sprig to a mature plant; second year starts
runners at 1# per 1000 sg.ft. (as the package says) it takes four years to complete.
4. MOW when grass gets high enough to mow, first let it dry out a day then mow,
and then go back to watering schedule.
5. FERTILIZING – Please fertilize after 30 days from planting.
Bermuda – can use an even number like 13-13-13, but may have more even
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growth and not as much mowing with a time-release type (i.e. Scott’s Turf
Builder).
Centipede – can be burned by strong fertilizers. Please use a time-release
fertilizer (i.e. Scott’s Turf Builder) with a 2% iron (the iron makes centipede
green, without, it will be yellow green). Stay away from weed and feed types.
This will kill this lawn if put on in the first 2 years. Fertilize every two months
during growing season (April 1, June 1, August 1, and in October 1 – put on a
winterizer like Scott’s Winterizer).
6. DIAZION or DURASBAN – is ok o put on your new Hydromulch lawn. It does
not affect the growth or germination.
7. ARMY WORMS – In case of army worms, please apply one of these chemicals.
Army Worms are about 1” in size, green to black in color. They sometimes appear
after July 4th and as late as September 30th. The moths that lay the eggs are
laying in areas beneficial to the growth of larva. We have noticed during drought
times they attack the new Hydromulch lawn more. They are going to the water.
Some years are worse than others, but to be safe you can apply the chemical as
soon as we finish hydromulching. If you see the worms (crawling on the sidewalk,
or in the grass) please apply A.S.A.P. They can eat your new lawn in up to 24
hours (this is after you see them; you might notice spots in yard getting thin). The
Bermuda will come back from root; the Centipede might die, for it is a little hair
of a plant at this time.
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